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If you need world-class professionals to fill your defense positions or
looking for the best defense industry jobs available DefensePlacements is
your advocate in defense staffing.
We are Fast, Focused, Flexible, and Friendly! Click through our website
to see our distinct qualifications, Bios and comprehensive process.

DefensePlacements Inc. Launches
New Website

Contact Us
About Us
DefensePlacements, Inc. is a
highly niched recruitment
firm serving the Defense,
Aerospace and Homeland
Security sectors for 10 years.
We are the experts in our
field with specialists in Cyber,
Quality, BD/Sales,
Engineering, Software, and
Operations. Acutely aware of
trends many of our
placements are in the cleared
space. (Secret, TS, TS/SCIs)
FAST, FOCUSED, FLEXIBLE,
and FRIENDLY is our guiding
philosophy via a culture of
authenticity, honesty, and
integrity.

DefensePlacements Inc has launched a new website aimed at making
navigation easier and to showcase our professional services.
DefensePlacements Inc. utilizes over 25 years of recruiting expertise and
proprietary research to evaluate and enhance understanding around
maximizing human potential and organizational performance.

How Your Social Media Profile Could
Make Or Break Your Next Job
Opportunity
My husband and I have trained our three daughters on the importance of
posting only appropriate information on any type of social media. This
includes not posting Certain pictures of Saturday night's party on Facebook
and not posting or Tweeting anything when they're angry or in a bad mood.
Now, managing your social media profile could make or break your
chances of being hired.
According to the 2012 annual technology market survey conducted
by Eurocom Worldwide, "Almost one in five technology industry
executives say that a candidate's social media profile has caused them not
to hire that person." Previous Eurocom Worldwide surveys had found
almost 40% of the survey respondents from technology companies review
job candidate's profiles on social media sites.
Click here to read more...

http://www.forbes.com/sites/lisaquast/2012/04/23/your-socialmedia-profile-could-make-or-break-your-next-job-opportunity/

Founded by a decorated
combat pilot, we are an
approved Vietnam
Veteran Owned Small
Business Enterprise.

The 8 Signs That You Have an
Extraordinary Boss
The best managers have a fundamentally different understanding of
workplace, company, and team dynamics. See what they get right.
A few years back, I interviewed some of the most successful CEOs in the
world in order to discover their management secrets. I learned that the
"best of the best" tend to share the following eight core beliefs.
Click here to read more...

http://www.inc.com/geoffrey-james/8-core-beliefs-of-extraordinarybosses.html

"Integrity is exhibited in
actions, not
pronouncements of
intentions."
~Lorin Woolfe
"The greatest danger for
most of us is not that our
aim is too high and we
miss it, but that it is too
low and we reach it."
~Michelangelo
"People who enjoy
meetings should not be in
charge of anything."
~Thomas Sowell
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